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A8STHACT. Registration af displacements alang twa deep faults in SW Bulgaría ev
idencecl a dynam.ic actívation af the faults, which reaGl to seisnůc activity by creep, 
as well as by fast slips. 
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1. INTRODUCTlON 

The existence of reeent lalldforms and slope deformatiolls in the N part of the 
Kresna gorge and the adjacent grounds indicates the recent mobility of the region. 
Undoubteclly, lt is conneeted with the formation of complex tectonic knot due to 
intersecting of two bjg deep fauIts: the Struma and the Krupnik ones. It is also 
classi:fied as the most active seismotectonic knot in SvV Bulgaria [Matova, Rizhikova 

\ 1980]. Most of the slope deformations impress with their size and features, which 
are conclit.ioned by their teetonic and seismotectonie predetermination. In the N 
parts of the Kresna gorge, eut deep into the granitoids, ereep deformations and 
rackfalls prevail, while in the range of t.he Krupnik fauIt several types of landslides 
are disp]ayed [Avramova-Tacheva et a1. 1984]. 

2. HEGISTRATING STATIONS AND ApPLIANCES 

To clemonstrate the reeent activity of the two faults and slope deformations 
eonneeted with them, Ioeal investigations of the displacements on and inside them 
were organized as an element of the general geodynamie research of the region. 
Another aim af these loea1 investigations is to search for a connection between the 
quantities and directians of the displaeements and seismic events af near earthquake 
foeuses, as well as for prognostie signs af pawerful earthquakes. 
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The mechano-optical apparatus 1'M-·71 [Košťák 1969J: construded in the Insti
tute of Geology ancl Geotechnics of the Czechoslovak Acaclemy of Sciences, gives a 
good possibility for permanent measurements of slow spatial movements. 1'his i8 an 
extensiometer which r eg i. stra tes displacements along the three axes X, Y, Z with an 
accnracy of 10-5 m by meallS of moiré effeets arising from the superposition of two 
nets directly coll11ected with the moving objects - in this case with the opposite sides 
of a fault zone ar fracture [Košťák 1977]. The registtation of displacements may be 
aceomplished automatically by an appropriate program or individually - visually or 
by means of photography. The temperature to make corrections due to dilatation 
of the measuring bridge and possibly to calculate the temperature deformations 
of the rock massif, is also registered simuItaneously [Gasharov) Avramova-Taeheva 
1976]. The advantage of the utilized apparatus in comparison with other extensio
metric systems i8 in its simplicity and long t.erm stability under different ambient 
inf1uences. Three registering stations were built and function in the intersection 
area bet.ween the Struma and the Krupnik faults (Fig. 1 - graphic materials after 
[Avramova-Tacheva et aL, 1984 ancl Rybář et aL 1986] are used). 

The first registering station (TM-5) is situated on the left valley slope of the 
Struma River, whose valJey follows the Struma fault zone. It registers movements 
along a tectonic zone with an orientation of 1500, belonging to a bundle of sub
parallels to the main fauIt zones, morphologically very dearly expressed along a 
considera,ble distance in the gorge. It has been operating since the beginning of 
1982. The second registering station (TM-6) shows movements along the Krupnik 
fault, on tbe N encl of the Struma gorge. The measuring system overbridges the 
contact between the Proterozoic a,mphibolites and the Tertiary coarse-grained sed
iments filling up the Simitli graben. The contact fault zone of a width of 3.4 m at 
that point is exposed by a treneh in which the measuring appliances are assembled 
[Avramova-Tacheva. et a1. 1984]. The statiou has been functioning since the middle 
of 1982. The third registering station (TM-7) was a.lso buiIt in the range of the 
fauIt zone of tbe main fault line of the Krupnik fault, but immediately to the W of 
the Struma River. There, on the S boundary slope of tbe Simitli graben, a series 
of deep fractures parallel to the slope are traced, which are connected also with the 
display of slope movements. The measurement appliances are mounted in one of 
these fractures. It ls supposed that they register tectonic, seismotechnic a.nd grav
itational clisplacements along a fracture connected to the main fault. The station 
has oeen operating since the end of 1983. 

The three registering stations described above enable registra.tion and investiga
ti on of Ioeal movements along the two deep faults, as well as of dangerous gravi
tational deformations due to one of them .- the Krupnik fault. 1'he stations are at 
two principally different situations - a fault or fracture in hard rocks and a contact 
between the hard and incompetent euvironment (Fig. 2). Local conditions require 
that, along with the measuremellts and the interpretation of their results, a series 
of geological ancl geomorphological details must be recognized. 

The orientation and the interpretation of the registerecl displacements at the 
three stations are given in Table I. 
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FIG.1. Position of the loeal registering stations - situational (a) and 
geologieal (b) profiles. Explanations: 1 - Quaternary alluvial 
deposits; 2 - eoarse-grained Plioeene cleposits in the Simitli 
graben; 3 - S Bulgarian granites; 4 - Proterozoie amphibolites; 
5 - main faults (1. the Krupnik fault, 2. the Struma fault) ; 6 -

provecl and supposed faults of lower order; 7 - slope cleforma-
tions: roekfalls, lanclslides, deep ereeping, etc.; 8 - aeeumulation 
of an aneien rockfall; 9 - registering station. 
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TABLE 1. 

Orientation and interpretation of the displacernent 

Regis- +X +y +Z 
tering Horizontal expan- Horizontal slip Vertical slip 
station sion of the zone in the zone in the zone 

(fracture) (fracture) (fracture) 

TM-·5 2250 the lower SW the lower SvV 
block to the block down-
SE - 1350 wards 

TM-6 2900 the Tertiary the Tertiary 
basin to the· basin down-
SSW - 2200 wards 

-

TM-7 3500 the lower N the lower N 
block to the block down-
W - 2600 wards 

Fw 2A. Geomorphological positíon of tectonic deformations in 
the Struma fault zone (Kresna gorge) and the situation 

at registering station TM -5 . 
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Fra 2B. Middle part of the slope developed along the S boundary of the 
Simitli graben to the W of the Struma River and a detail of 
the fracture with TM-7; in the background structural slopes 
of the Krupnik fauIt to the NE and the location of TM-6. 

FIG 2c. Detail of the fauIt area of the Krupnik fauIt in the amphibolites 
close to TM-6 and the measuring system which overbridges 
the fault zone. 
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3. RESULTS OF .MEASUREMENTS, ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 

The registered movements along fractures of different origin usually consist of 

two elernents: a) periodical oscillations of clifferent amplitude connected with tem
perature deformations of the rock ma'3sif, alterations in the humidity of the environ

ment, long-term cosmic influences, etc. and b) more stable trends in displacements 

or instantaneous jllmps [Košťák, Avramova-Tacheva 1984; Kalvoda, Košťák 1984; 

Avramova-Tacheva, Košťák 1986]. Important for the above mentioned purposes of 

the loca} measurements it is to establish tbe existence of a trend or jumps of the 

displacements, their value and character. 

The results of the former measurements are represented in the diagrams Fig. 3 
and 4. 1'he temperature deformations of the measuring system are excluded. The 

diagrams show very complicated reactions of the rock environment. The normal 

reaction of a rock massif connected with volumetric temperature deformations in 

the course of a year (expressed by periodical alterations) is strongly obscured and 
for some components of the displacements in different periods nearly completely 

absent. It is disguised by manifested clear trends in the movements and character

istic reactions of near and farther earthquakes with epicenters generally situated 

t.o the S and SW of the region. 1'wo periocls of heightened seismic activity can be 

outlined for the time dm'ing which the measurements were macle - from the summer 

of 1983 till the autumn of 1984, and from the beginning of 1986 till the middle of 
1987. A more detajled analysis of the clisplacements at the three stations up to 

the end of 1985 and their connection with separate seismic events are attempted in 

[Avramova-1'acheva, Košťák 1986 and Košťák, Avramova-1'acheva 1987]. 

At the TM-6 station, situated on the main fault line of tbe Krupník fault, the 

most active movements are manifested. The station is at the second one of the above 

mentioned sites sítuatecl between hard rocks (amphibolites) and incompetent envi
ronment (Pliocene sediments filling up the graben). A clearly expressed tendency 

of accelerating horizontal s1ip of the basin to the SSVV or of the amphibolites to 
the NNE is determined, beginning after the first period of heightened seismic ac

tivity since the middle of 1984 (Fig. 4). During 1985 the rate of movement is lmver, 

i.e. 1.4 mm.year-1. It maintained nearly the same rate after a registered jump 
of 4.0 llliTl, connected with the earthquake on February 18, 1986 with au intensity 

of 4.7 according to the Richter scale and epicenter situated 20 km N of Salonika. 

At the end of the second period of seismic activity in North Greece, the Aegean 

Sea and Yugoslavia, after a seismic event on December 25, 1986 with epicenter 

approximately 210 km S of Zagreb and intensity of 7 degrees according to MSK-64, 

the horizontal slip in the same direction accelerated, and during 1987 until Apríl 
1988 it displayed an average velocity of 7.0 mm.year-1. Another tendency is in the 

distinctly outlined uplifting of the basin (or subsiding of the ainphibolite massíf) 
with an average velocity of 7.5rnm.year-1 since the middle of 1984 until the encl of 

/1985 and with a ]ower velocity - around 5.0 mm.year-1 cluring the following period 

until April 1988. At the same time the contact experienced compression which 
provoked its contraction, especially strongly expressed sin ce the middle of 1984 till 

the end of 1985, with an average movement rate along the X axis of 4.0 llliTl.year-1. 
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Registered displacements at TM-5 and TM-7 stations. Explanations: X - expansion 

or contraction of the tectonic zone, Y - horizontal slip, Z - vertical slip; 1 and 2 -

periods of heightened seismic activity in the Mediterranean seismic belt. 
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FIG. 4. Registered displacements at TM-6 station. Explanations see the text for Fig. 3. 
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After a 5hort period of expansion of the contact up to the middle of 1986, a period 
of compression started again, but with a less strongly expressed contraction of the 
contact zone. The perioclic motlon is more clearly outlined in movements in this 
directíon and conditioned mainly by volumetric temperature deformations. 

This motion af the clísplacements unequívocally indicates the existence of recent 
tectonic movements of a rather high activity in this section of the Krupnik fauIt. 
Their components correspond to the alteration of the colltact along the fault with 
a modifica.tion due to tensions in the course of time [Košťák, Kozák 1985; Košťák 
et a1. 1985]. A detailed analysis of the data suggests a s]ow movernent of the massif 
of the S boundary frame of the graben, E of the Struma River, in a N direction, 
thrusting in depth beneath the basin. The movernent clearly engages a massif 
with a deep predestination. The last movernent clearly reacts to earthquakes with 
epicenters rnainly in North Greece, the Aegean Sea, t.he Adriatic Coast and the 
S part of the fonner Yugoslavia. Usua.lly, after every larger displacernent along 
the fault. connected \víth a seismic event., a tendency of returning to the initial 
position is observed. This hmvever cannot be achieved because of the general trend 
of movement. Records from the automatic registration of the measurements show 
that extreme clisplacements are not realizecl as instantaneous jmnps but through 
accelerat.ion movements before the ea,rthquake [Shanov 1993], or as its after-effect. 

At the same time, events of near focuses, but situatecl to the N of the graben or 
immediately to the W of the investigated region (e.g. manifestecl on the J anuary 
24, 1984, NIay 15, 1986, March 23, 198 8, etc.), have on ly small impact on the 
displacements. This directs the attention towards suggestions about the shielcling 
role of the Graclevo fault and about the activation of shallow earthquake focuses. 

The registered displacements in tbe fauIt zone of the Krupnik fault to the W 
of the Struma Ri ver (TM -7) are by one Ol'der lower than those registered at TM-
6 (Fig. 3). It i8 difIicult to cliscover periodic motion in them, except in certain 
periocls for the X -component. The character of the movements and the emission 
of heat and radon gas along the examined fractlll'e, show that in its depth it is 
connected with the Krupnik fauIt and that the measuring system registers tectonic 
movements. Trencls in the movements however are not clem'ly expressed because 
of the strong defol'rnation of the rock massif, where gravitational movements and 
the reaction to seismic event s interfere. The reaction for some earthquakes is of 
the same direction as at TM-6 (e.g. cluring J uly 1985). A more distinct trend to 
horizolltal slip of the lower N block to the Vl (Ol' of the upper zone in the opposíte 
direction) with an average velo city of 0.45 mm.yea,r-1, accornpanied by its uplift of 
0.60 mm.year-1 and expansíon of the fracture also of about 0.60 mm.year-l, was 
outlined during 1987 - as a cornparatively more tranquil period with regard to 
seismic events. During July 1985 a quick shifting of the lower block by 6.5 mm to 
the E and 5.30 mm upwarcls was registered at this station without altering the width 
of the fracture. It was manifested aJter a powerful earthquake in Montenegro during 
:May 1985 with a magnitude of 5.2 accorcling to the Richter scale, and another one in 
the NE Bulgaria in the range of the diagonal swell. This shifting is more probably a 
seismotectonic reaction than a gravitational one. Conc1usion about the tendencies 
in the 10cal movements along the Krupnik fauIt in this section cannot be made 
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from the data for the time being. The registration of movements at TM-7 however 
is particularly important in view of timely warning of possible quick lanclslides of 
bulky rock masses oveI' important transport facilities. 

The clisplacements along the tectonic zone of the Struma fault bundle (TM-5) 
are of the same order as in TM-7. The periodic mobon of the deformations there 
is more clearly outlined, bu t it is also strongly def01'med and complicatecl clu ring 
periods of heightened seismic activity, part.icularly dur ing the second period and 
afterwards (sin ce the end of 1985). Brief periods of contraction of the tectonic 
zone were observed (Fig. 3) followed by expansion up to the starting position and 
brief horizontal slips in one of the two directions along the Y -axis, that is in the 
direction of the valley of the Struma River in the section. They are of small value 
up to 1 mm and reached 2.4 mm only along the X -axis dm'ing September 1986. 
Usually they are connected with earthquakes of different intensity, including some 
with epicenters N of the investigated region. The last one testifies that the Struma 
fault zone is a concluctor of seismic energy. The direction of these movements most 
frequently corresponds to the movements in TM-6. This connection suggests that 
the studiecl tectonic zone is included in the big teetonie bloek of the S boundary 
frame of the Simitli graben to the E of the Struma River. The eonneetion a1so shows 
t.hat the faults of lower orde!', transversal to the Krupnik one and situated in the 
direction of Struma, along which the deep ravines in the granitoid and amphibolite 
massifs between the Struma and the Brezhanska Rivers are formed, are of shallower 
preclestination, It lS probable that the main line of contemporary activity along the 
Struma fanlt, with possibly larger clisplacernents than those registered at TM-5, is 
situated to the W of the fault in the range of the gorge. During the initial three
yeaI' period of measurement (1982- 1985), a certain more distinct subsidence trend 
of the lower S bloek with 0.5 - 0.6 mm.year-1 was established. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The results of the former loeal extensiometrie measuI'ernents in the investigated 
region and their inteI'pretation indieate that both deep faults exhibit present-day 
activity. This aetivity is more clistinctly manifestecl in the Krupnik fauIt. The 
different charaeter of the movement along it to the E and to the W of the Struma 
River is eonnected on the one haúd with the local conditions and the principally 
different situations under which the respective measuring stations TM-6 and TM-
7 were built, and on thc other ha.nd with the role of the Struma fauIt zone which 
intersects it ancl divides it in parts belonging to different structural blocks. The 
registered movements in the E sedion are considerably greater in value a.nd with a 
more clem'ly expressed trend. Larger displacements a.nd more distinct trends than 
those registered at TM-5 are displayed a.t the Struma, fault, as this station measures 
only the movements in a satellite zone to the main fault, Unfortunately, for the 
time being, the exact place where the surfaces of larger displacements pass through 
the Struma fault zone remains unclear. 

The ma.nifesta.tion of recent active gravitationa.l slope deformations, in the ra,nge 
of the main fauIt surface of the Krupnik fauIt a,ncl the section of intersect of second
and third-orcler faults, indicates that their emerging is predetermined by tectonic 
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tensions and recent tectonic movements connectecl with thern. The recent landslides 

on the slopes of deep ravines, following the direction of the tectonic deformations, 
bot.h in the Tertiary basin and the S boundary frarne, also testify of a quick change 

of the erosion basis during Holocene, connected with the vert.ical rnovernents of 
the region. The exposure of the last one as well as of the traces of ancient and 

recent rockfalls show dynarnic activations of these faults, in the examined region 

with preclominance of stresses from the S ancl SVl. At the registering stations the 

seismic infiuences of these maill direction cause an effect on the reeorded present
day movement. 
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LOKÁLNÍ TROJROZMĚRNÁ EXTENStOMETRICKÁ MĚŘENf PŘ}. 
UR(::OVÁNÍ POHYBŮ NA ZLOMOVÉ ZÓNĚ KRUPNII(U, BULHARSKO 

Elka AVRAMOVA-TACHEVA a Blahoslav Koš1'ÁK 

Tři registračlú stanice hyly zřízeny na dvou hlubokých tektonických zlomech v JZ Bulharsku 
v blízkosti zllámého krupnického epicentra. Umožhují registraci a hodnocení místIúch pohybů, 
tektonických i gravitačních. Stanice jsou vybaveny terčov)'mi měřidly TM-71 pro trhliny, které 
pracují s v yužitím principu l11oiré. Tyto přístroje zachycují posuny ve všech třech prostorových 
složkách. Jde o dlouhodobé kontrolní sledování. 
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V ýsledky prokazují pro jevy dlouhodobého ploužení (krípu) a rychlé nevratné dero 
důsledku zemětřesení. Jasně je ověřena tendence zrychlujícího se horizontálního prokluzu 

�ace v 
ckého masivu vůči sousedrú pánevní výplni s rychlostí okolo 7.0 mm.rok-1 a také pokle 

. l'Yst.ali_ 
(nebo nasouvání pánevních usazen.in na masiv) o rychlosti okolo 7.51llin.rok-1 za pod 

�Y 111asivu nUnek tl v kontaktu. aku 
Jednotlivá zemětřesení zpúsobjla prokluzy až do výše několika mm. Tyto pohyby obec v 

na seismickou aktivit.u sevenu110 Řecka, Egejského moře a bývalé Jugoslávie. Nedávné 
ne l'

�agují 
svahové deformace aktivované v této oblasi byly bezpochyby podmíněny tektonick 

_ g�avltační 
deformacemi těmito tahy zpúsobenými. Yl1u tahy a 

Dynamická aktivizace těchto místních zlomů byla tak prokázána. 


